
SOTEK, INC. - QMS INTERNAL AUDITING SUPPORT

ABOUT SOTEK INC. Sotek, Inc. is a 35-year-old family-owned 
manufacturer of precision metal stampings, stator and rotor assemblies for 
electric motors and generators based in Buffalo, New York. The company 
utilizes metal stamping, laser cutting, core stacking and robotic welding to 
produce assemblies for the transportation, power generation and industrial 
markets.

THE CHALLENGE. The company has been ISO 9001:2015 certified but had 
struggled to consistently complete the required internal audits, consequently 
putting at risk their certification and potential revenue from customers that 
require quality management system certification. For the past three years, 
Sotek has engaged Insyte Consulting, part of the New York MEP and the MEP 
National Network™, to complete their annual internal audits.

MEP CENTER'S ROLE. Insyte assisted in setting up a regular schedule for 
completing these internal audits, reporting on the audit findings, assisting in 
determining effectiveness of implemented corrective actions and assisting in 
surveillance and certification audits to support Sotek’s continued ISO 
9001:2015 certification. Having Insyte’s certified lead auditors complete the 
internal audits maintained their ISO certification, provided a valuable outside 
perspective and removed the task from internal resources so they could be 
freed up to support manufacturing. Over the years of having Insyte complete 
the audits, Insyte’s consultants not only assisted in the auditing, but made 
valuable recommendations for operational improvements and built a good 
working relationship with Sotek’s leadership and shop floor team.

"During a key customer audit, the auditor recognized and noted the quality 
and detail of the internal audits that had been performed. This further 
solidified Insyte’s fundamental role in the success of our quality 
management system."

-John Maurer, President
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On-time delivery has 
increased and consistently 
met the established goal of 
95%

Scrap rate has improved and 
is now <3 PPM

Retention of sales due to 
retaining ISO registration is 
50% of all sales

New sales to customers that 
require ISO certification is 
100% of all new sales
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